
 

"What did you think?", a female voice suddenly said from behind me. "I did a poor job, didn't I?" I turned around to see a woman with dark hair and light eyes that could have been either brown or green. She was wearing gothic clothing that couldn't hide how tall she was. "It's fine," I assured her quickly, reaching out to take the bag of groceries from her hand. "I'm just not used to it." "Don't worry,"
she said with a smile, before turning away from me and beginning to walk back down the street. "We'll get there eventually. Just keep walking and keep holding it there." I nodded, reaching out to take my heavy bag from her. It was awkward being so close to a woman that I had just met, but I quickly realized that she wasn't as scary as the reputation that most gothic girls had. In fact, she was pretty
nice. "I'm going to go do something cool now," she explained as we walked. "They pass out free tickets at the entrance pretty often." "So you know a lot about this?" I asked with a smile as we continued down the street together. "My aunt used to hang around here for a bit before getting into something bigger. I think she's still there." "So this is pretty much your second home?" I guessed. "Pretty
much," she agreed, smiling at me again. "I used to come here all the time when I was your age." "I'm guessing it gets tiring sometimes?" I asked. "It must get boring hanging out here all the time." She laughed softly at that, shaking her head. "Not really. It's… sort of relaxing, actually." "How so?" I asked her curiously, giving her a sideways glance as we passed by another store that sold gothic clothing
and jewelry. "It must be kind of depressing being around people all the time who are just trying to be different. I'm sure that most of these people are just trying to be 'cool'." "You're probably right," she agreed, nodding her head. "But I think their intentions are better than you're making them out to be. Most people just want to try something different for once in their lives, and some kind of freedom
is appealing, even if it's not real." "So you'd say that everyone here has some sort of good intention?" I asked her skeptically. Her view was a bit too optimistic for my taste. "I'd say that most of them do," she replied easily enough. "And deep down inside, they know that they don't really feel the way they look on the outside. It's all an act." I nodded my head in agreement as we continued walking along
the streets of West Hollywood. It seemed like she was searching for the inner meaning behind the gothic culture, and I couldn't deny that it had a certain appeal to it. I had never been into that type of music, but it was obvious that she was completely into it. She even seemed to have warmed up to me a bit after hearing my own sense of humor. "So are you just passing through town or are you here for a
bit?" she asked me as we reached another store window, where they were selling gothic-themed t-shirts for about five dollars each. titling gothic font free
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